
10/18/70 

licerd (Gary & Dick), 

I've just gone over the ahoede affidavit in 

the Nichols suit. While I think it may be enough to defeat 

tact egomen1A-Larrogant men, I also taink it is quite 
valuable for my purposes. Neither you nor anyone else has 
commented on tills. So, iem writing to ask thet, if end when 

you again read it, you seek what you tnink may be of tale 
i kind of help. t is :always possible that another mind will 

detect something else. nowever, to avoid feedback, I'm not 

indicatinE waet i believe to hold such* values. 

Another tuing is possible error, misstatement or 

misrepresentation. It is tnere alto. =maybe you'll see or be 

able to prove in a different way must imay not nave seen 

or maybe be able to use added proof in establisning. 

I'll be reading the rest of it momentarily. one 

thing treat interests me may be of no consequence, but I note it 
in tae event it is possible for you to sake innuiry of John. 

The attached copy of toe contract bears euperificiel evidence 

of being a copy of tae remote-generation copy tney wave always 

used, which is strange, considering they have the original end 

under no circumstances are restricted to poor copies. However, 

tuie copy is en enlargement. I presume it is a xerox of tale Xerox 

''ohn made for you, therefore reproduced 1 for 1 from the copy, or 
that wita waien teen provided him/the court. If he wondered about 

tue size, ne may [lave gotten or thought of an explanation. Tae 

most obvious is for legibility and as en alternative to ysing 
a closer-to-original copy, for which they may :.eve west triey regard 
as sufficient and compelling reasons. 

Different subject: preparing to put swimsuits away for 
winter, I notice A' nave a new pair of walking snots, size 30, that I 
thought were swiming shorts. I got them in en odd lot at a sale and 

hend't examined them. Can you use them: They've never been worn, stilt 
have ell the tags, etc. I know only oneother person that thin. 

Sincerely, 


